Moveworks Employee Communications
Messages that inspire action

When employees aren’t aware of new policies, software migrations, and business continuity plans, the entire business slows down. It results in thousands of support issues that could have been prevented with more effective change management.

With Moveworks, you can reach the right people with the right message where employees already spend most of their time. When you send a message with Moveworks, employees read your messages and take immediate action.

Cut through the noise
With Moveworks, you can send information uniquely relevant to each employee. Tailoring each message to employees’ location, employment status, department, and more ensures that employees see and respond to your messages.

An expert you can trust
Moveworks handles follow-up questions on your behalf. Since our AI knows every one of your knowledge articles, FAQs, and troubleshooting docs, it is the go-to expert on your company.

Drive immediate action
Moveworks ensures that employees know what to do next and can easily take action. Form filling, reading the latest travel policy, or completing employee surveys can be all done directly within your enterprise messaging app.

“Moveworks is a much more personable way of communicating than emails. It’s like a real-time conversation: the bot answers follow-up questions and points people in the right direction.”

—Rebecca Burgess, Director of Digital Adoption and Enablement, Vituity
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Make Employee Comms your differentiator

Effective communication is at the core of building trust, and with employees working from everywhere—internal messaging is more crucial than ever.

Conquer work from anywhere
It doesn’t matter where your employees work. Moveworks keeps everyone on the same page, so when you change policies, update benefits, or give your team a day off—immediate communication lets you stay connected from afar.

Switch systems overnight
Whether it’s migrating to a new CRM or switching healthcare providers, Moveworks automatically informs the affected team members, making change management effortless.

Empower your communications teams
Onboarding new hires, scheduling security training, and coordinating management workshops—you have a lot on your plate. That’s why Moveworks handles the logistics with timely, actionable reminders so your communications teams can focus on work that matters.

“I’m happy to report that our employees are successfully working from home, thanks to strategic investments we’ve made over the last few years in tools like Moveworks. The Moveworks bot makes it easy to get help from anywhere.”

—Partha Srinivasan, Head of End User Services, Autodesk

Have complete control over your comms

Target your campaigns With the Moveworks Communications Console, you can target employees based on their role, department, and location.

Craft customized messages Moveworks allows you to customize messages with emojis, images, links, and action buttons. That way, every message commands employee attention and drives engagement.

Real-time analytics The campaign doesn’t end when your message is sent. Moveworks provides insight into how each update performs: who’s seen it, who’s acted, and who needs a reminder—so you can adjust your strategy in real time.

Request a demo
https://www.moveworks.com/request-demo